V2 Aero All-Terrain Roller Skis
V2's American-made Aero XL roller skis are #1 in safety and ride comfort. Their 5 or 6-inch inflatable rubber tires plus adjustable speed reducers
and emergency brake let you ski smoothly up and down hills, on smooth and rough pavement, on packed dirt and gravel roads, crushed stone
bicycle paths, and cinder-surfaced railbeds. Long-lasting, durable air-filled tires cushion you against road vibrations and maximize the ‘on-snow’
feel. Models include XL150S and XL125S skate skis, XL125RC classic ski, and XL150SC ‘combi’ ski.
XL150S skate ski (below) is
our most popular model . It
supports the widest range of
skier weights and can be used
on both paved and unpaved
surfaces. XL150S tires and
tubes last longer and don’t
need to be pumped up as
often as the XL125S.

XL125S skate ski (below)
is recommended for lighterweight skiers who ski on
a mix of smooth and rough
pavement. The XL125S can
be converted into an XL150S
simply by changing the
wheels and re-calibrating the
speed reducers and brake.

XL150S with brake
and speed reducer

XL125S with brake
and speed reducer

XL speed reducers apply pressure
to your front wheels to control your
speed on downhills - or to increase
the intensity of your workout.

V2 XL125RC 3-wheel classic roller skis
(below) are the most stable of all, due to
their tricycle-style wheel layout, while their
inflatable tires offer maximum versatility
and safety on a wide range of terrain.

V2 high-pressure pump (left) permits
precision inflation of 5 and 6-inch tires
and prolongs the life of the valve stems
(which may be damaged if bicycle pumps
or air compressors are used).

XL emergency brake helps you stop quickly
when you need to. Simply slide one ski forward
and tilt your ankle back. The back of your leg
will push the brake down onto the rear wheel.

V2 Aero roller skis are custom-assembled to your specifications, with
precision mounting of Rottefella NNN, Salomon Pilot or Salomon Profil
bindings, plus your choice of speed reducers, emergency brake and/or
outrigger wheels. We also offer complete packages including boots,
poles and a free instructional DVD. Worldwide shipping is available.
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XL150SC outriggers work like bicycle ‘training
wheels’ to increase stability when classic skiing.

